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Romano-British and Anglo-
Saxon agriculture

• Romano-British pottery scatters as evidence of 
extensive cultivation

• Some coincident with or close to “woodland” field-names: 
Cockardwood Clays, Woodhorn (both wudu), Sparle      
(?leah), Emplees (impe), The Grove (graf)

• Dominance of pastoralism - goats especially? Gatwick 
(gat-wic) and Tigden (*ticce)

• Shoelands = schuland, “monastic leather farm”?

• Limited areas in cultivation: Hide, Finsworth (worð), 
Redessolham (hamm?)



Domesday Book and the 
agricultural situation in 1086

• Redessolham was quite probably late to come into 
being as a manor - not much time for major 
changes to be effected before 1066

• Low pig render - but extensive areas of wood pasture?

• Two acres of meadow = a diminutive resource = few 
oxen (still the same acreage in 1287)

• Land for only two ploughs

• No sign of demesne arable production



The advent of the open fields
• The revolution of the “long twelfth century”

• New manor, church, nucleated village, and hence (by 
analogy with elsewhere) open fields

• “in campis de Puteham” - proof of their in existence by 
middle of thirteenth century?

• Two/three-field “Midland model” certainly did not operate 
in Surrey - clear signs of more heterogenous 
arrangements

• And in Puttenham? A plethora of open or “common” field 
names

• But...



Not one system, but two!

• New planned hamlet 
developed on and around 
pre-Conquest demesne 
centre

• Associated with one 
“standard”, but somewhat 
distant, open field = Rodsall 
Field (1393 onward)

• Separate township of Rodsall (change of name 
may be signficant)



• Also much smaller “subdivided closes”: Red 
Field, Hatch Field, The Sarts (from assart)

• Several inclosures later subdivided, or the 
work of multiple assarters?



Puttenham: a three-field 
system?

• Three “umbrella” names: South Field, High Field, 
and “Common Downs” (or North Field?)

• Like village, all are morphologically irregular; strips 
scattered, not concentrated (evidence is wholly post-
medieval)

• Compact virgate due south of village c1210 = part of 
South Field?

• Evidence from elsewhere in Surrey for combined 
compact and scattered subdivided landholdings

• No record of open-field crop rotations; Blair found no 
evidence for close control in Surrey



Demesne: clear and compact
• Split post-1246 between two moieties: one 

described as half a carucate in 1248, other 
quantified at 50 acres in 1287

• Originally divided between three blocks?

• Main one between South Field, High Field and Rodsall 
Field on particularly ferti le ground (formerly 
Finsworth?)

• Few clues to its internal arrangements; possibly mostly 
“subdivided closes” (e.g. Great/Hither/Further 
Houndlee)

• Possible demesne arable at Shoelands; 1.5 acre 
addition to its caput - “headland” - recorded early in 
13th century



Sheep-Corn Husbandry?
• Sheephouse Close(s) at one corner of main block of 

demesne land = pasture in inquisitions post mortem 
of 1287, 1385, 1420

• Sheep grazed on Puttenham Commons, Heath, and upper 
slopes of Hog’s Back (Common Lints)?

• Possible Domesday woodland = wood pasture that was 
opened up for sheep pasture ➔ heath

• Folding/tathing/night-coursing of sheep flock on uncropped 
arable seems virtually certain

• Tenant or lordship-led practice?

• Draught horse pastures within open fields and demesne; 
are these found in other Surrey parishes?



Nomeclature

• Primary subdivisions (and cropping units) of open fields 
known as veres = common term in south-west Surrey

• Wheat Furlong (a demesne inclosure) only instance of 
more commonly encountered term

• Veres could be forms of main field-name (Great High 
Field), completely different (Middle Ditch, recorded 1592), 
or else contained the term (Bury Vere, inclosed in 1650s)

• Within these the individual strips are almost always 
referred to as acres

• Were these conventional (i.e. unmeasured) acres, or ones 
which had been set out by measurement: customary/local, 
field, or even the familiar statute type?



Units of measurement
• Hint from Shoelands that, at the start of the 13th 

century, the acre measure employed was more or less 
the same as the statute type

• Shoelands always distinct from Puttenham (and 
Redessolham?) so quantification could be different

• Topography would hint virgate in both was a 16-acre and 
not a 32-acre measure (as at Merrow; cf. Farnham)

• But at Frollebury testimony from the 1235 Surrey Eyre 
points to a virgate of 12 acres - was this an import from 
Essex or was it found elsewhere?

• So no such thing as a standard Puttenham - or Surrey - 
virgate?



Late medieval agriculture: 
a couple of curiosities



• 1765 Parish Map hints at portions of the Common 
Lints, an area of downland pasture on the upper 
slopes of the Hog’s Back, being turned over to 
cultivation = medieval or post-medieval expansion?

• 16th and 17th-century documents allude to a “common 
field” and subdivided enclosures carved out of the 
heathland south-east of the village

• Latter possibly hosted new waste-edge settlement in 
mid/late-14th century (1381 Poll Tax surnames)

• Problem is there are no earlier documents to give any 
real sense of the “before and after”



• What was happening to the demesne in the 14th, 15th 
and 16th centuries?

• Demesne arable doubled in size between 1385 and 1420, 
from 50 to 100 acres

• Continued to grow thereafter; the “common field called le 
Hyde” in 1442 was demesne arable by 1650

• Taxation records show no signs of decline as caused the 
contraction and suppression of many later medieval 
villages/hamlets

• No move to enclose common arable and turn it over to 
demesne pasture (too much open grazing land?) - also 
growth in use of legumes as alternative to fallow grazing 

• Might this enlargement have been a trade-off for areas of 
new open-field land, formerly common sheep pasture?


